Kris Davis – Piano
Matt Mitchell – Piano
Arúan Ortiz – Piano
Matthew Shipp – Piano

SIDE ONE

1. LET US BREAK BREAD TOGETHER (Choral, arr. Matthew Shipp)
   Recorded on Mark Hong
   Performed by Matthew Shipp

2. NEED THEE EVER HOUR (Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring, arr. Mark Hong)
   Performed by Matthew Shipp

3. IDENTITY PICKS
   Meets: Reese in "We Meet"

4. YOU MAKE A DRAWING (Medley, arr. Mark Hong)
   Performed by Mark Hong

SIDE TWO

1. SING ME SOFTLY OF THE BLUES (Koko Willis, arr. Kris Davis)
   Performed by Kris Davis

2. SKETCHES SET SEVEN
   "Blind Man" by Arúan Ortiz
   Performed by Arúan Ortiz
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